
2. BUTTERFLY
Bring the soles of your feet 
together and allow the knees to 
go wide, allow your heels to 
come as low as they can.
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3. SQUAT
Start with legs straight up wall, 
bend both knees and slide your 
feet down the wall. Have the feet 
comfortably apart, this might be 
hip distance or even wider.
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5. PIGEON - EACH SIDE 
Start with legs straight up wall 
and then place your left ankle 
on your right knee. Flex the left 
foot and then slowly bend the 
straight leg, sliding the foot down the wall. 
After 3 minutes, switch to the other side.
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7. SPHINX
Come on to your belly. Bend your knees 
and scoot yourself back to the wall so that 
your knees are now at the corner between 
the wall and the floor. Your feet will be up 
the wall. Clasp your elbows with the 
opposite hands.
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8. FORWARD FOLD
Stand against the wall so that 
your head faces the center of 
the room. Bend at the waist and 
allow your arms, neck and head to 
hang. You can use a block for assistance 
or place your hands on the floor.
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9. TWIST - EACH SIDE
Return to legs up the wall pose 
and begin to bend both knees 
with heels still on the wall. From 
there allow your legs to drop to the right with 
legs stacked, bring arms out straight and turn 
your head opposite direction as your legs. 
After 2 minutes, switch to the other side 
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10. LEGS UP THE WALL
End where we started. During 
this resting pose, watch the flow 
of prana in and out of the areas 
worked on today. Close your eyes 
and be grateful for your beautiful body.
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4. STRADDLE
Start with legs straight up wall 
and then simply let gravity draw 
the legs apart, your feet sliding 
down the wall; feet can be flexed 
for a more intense sensation.
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1. LEGS UP THE WALL
Like all yoga journeys, we start 
with a brief meditation in legs 
up the wall. Begin to settle in 
here; when you body relaxes, 
your mind can begin to relax. 
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DID YOU KNOW: In yin yoga we hold poses for at least 2 minutes because after around 60 
seconds the body usually releases and greater depth is possible; notice this with your body.
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6. SHOULDER - EACH SIDE
Come to easy seat with your back facing the 
wall. Take the right hand behind the back, 
palm facing out and wiggle it up so that it is 
as far up the back as possible with comfort. 
Then rest against the wall, sitting up straight. 
After 2 minutes switch to the other side.
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on the wall
Yin Yoga embodies “non-action”; our goal is not to use our muscles, but instead, target the connective tissues of the body. Fascia which is the connective tissue that 
encloses our muscles, ages and becomes thick when fluids don't flow through it - in yin we loosen up those restricted areas. When doing yin, it matters how you 
feel, so the pictures included in this handout are intended as guide posts, not as the destination that must be achieved. Sensations and even discomfort 
are invited, however, sharp/fiery pain is to be avoided at all cost. Above all else, listen to your body; you are your own greatest teacher.


